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NEW QUESTION: 1
Is this statement regarding architectural design considerations
correct? Use low-bandwidth replication or source-side
deduplication to increase backup performance.
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are establishing a ClusterXL environment, with the
following topology:
External interfaces 192.168.10.1 and 192.168.10.2 connect to a
VLAN switch. The upstream router connects to the same VLAN
switch. Internal interfaces 172.16.10.1 and
172.16.10.2 connect to a hub. 10.10.10.0 is the synchronization
network. The Security Management Server is located on the
internal network with IP 172.16.10.3. What is the problem with
this configuration?
A. Cluster members cannot use the VLAN switch. They must use
hubs.
B. There is an IP address conflict.

C. The Cluster interface names must be identical across all
cluster members.
D. The Security Management Server must be in the dedicated
synchronization network, not the internal network.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your client's email analyst advises you that recent reports
show an increased soft-bounce rate of 6% for
emails launched in the last 30 days. The analyst is worried
about being flagged as having a bad reputation
by some ISPs and wants you to suppress sending to soft-bounced
addresses for the next 30 days.
Which option should you use to handle the soft-bounce problem?
A. When defining audiences for the next month, add criteria in
Filter Designer to suppress all email
addresses that have soft bounced in the last 30 days.
B. Manually change the DEVERABILITY_STATUS_ field to
Undeliverable for any email that soft bounces.
C. Take the latest CED report to locate all soft-bounced
addresses. Run a Connect job to change the
DELIVERABILITY_STATUS_ field to U for those addresses so that
messages will no longer be sent to
that email address.
D. Create a filter of all soft-bounced addresses for the last
three email launches, save it as a PET, and use
that as a suppression table for all email campaigns for the
month.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
The source code editor in ADT provides many helpful features.
What are these helpful features?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
A. Creating Method Definitions from Implementation Parts
B. Creating interface from Method Calls
C. Creating Parts for Interface Methods
D. Creating Method Implementations from the Method Definition
Answer: A,D
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